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Welcome Class of 2021 Families!
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1:50 – 2:20Congratulations! You and (your student, of course) have made it!Today is the start of an exciting time for your student, but also a time of change and transition for your family, too.We’re excited to have you with us, and hope the time you spend with us prepares you for this next significant step.



Parent & Family Programs

• Introductions

• Our philosophy

• Our goals

• Strategies
– Events
– Communications
– Support & Resources
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Parent & Family Programs							1:50 – 2:00The involvement of parents, family members, and supporters are critical for our students’ success – we need and want you involved! - Welcome to the DePaul community: you are a part of the DePaul community now! - This is why Parent & Family Programs at DePaul exists!Who We AreIntroduce self, have OLs introduce themselves as wellPFP is housed within New Student & Family Engagement... Supporting transitions of students and familiesSeveral of us work in supporting parents and families, but for the next two days, I’m yours!Introductions are so much better when both sides get to share! - How many of you are first-time college parents/family? - Experienced college parents/family members? - From out of state? - From out of country? - Student is living on campus? - Student is commuting (home or off-campus)? - Nervous about your student coming to DePaul? - Ready for your student to get here? - Excited, despite nerves?PhilosophyYou know your student best – you know what good days and rough days look like for your student. (SILDE)We work daily with the variety of concerns/transitions students face, and know the resources available to your student here at DePaul to support them. (SLIDE)When you identify those challenge points/concerns/problem areas for your student, you can involve us here at DePaul to respond early where we can work to ensure they don’t become impossible to overcome.When we collaborate in this way, we can work to ensure your student is successful at DePaul. (SLIDE)Success = graduation!Not only graduation, but “world ready” – prepared for the workplace and beyond! GoalsOur work is focused in a few outcomes we hope you’ll experience as you participate and engage with our work:We want you to have a relationship with the university; as we just stated, we know parent/family involvement is important, so we want to be the connection point for you.We hope you’ll start to see DePaul’s mission at work here at orientation, and how our identity is a daily part of your student’s experienceAs you just saw, we want you to develop connections with one another, too – no one understands quite like the folks in this room!If you looked over your schedule and compared it to your student’s, you probably noticed that you won’t be spending a lot of time with them over the next two days. We know students are focused on different topics at orientation than you are, so our schedules reflect this. However, you can spend some time connecting with one another, and building your own network!StrategiesThere are several ways in which we provide opportunities to meet these goals. I’ll mention them now, but we’ll share more in-depth details about each throughout the rest of the orientation program. We’ll also summarize/review these during the Wrap-Up tomorrow afternoon.Events: - Orientation - Family WeekendOngoing Communications: - Quarterly “digest” emails - Parent & Family CalendarSupport:  - Facebook group - Dedicated email address - WebsiteNow that we’ve introduced you to the ways in which we support you as parents and family members, let’s start to look ahead. The rest of this session will focus on the next several YEARS of excitement and transition for you, your student, and your family.Before we get too far ahead of ourselves, though, I think it’s important for you to know what’s coming over the course of the next day or so.



Premiere DePaul for Parents & Family
To support your student with...
• Learning how to be a DePaul 

student
• Getting to know and 

understand DePaul
• Navigating difficulties or 

challenges
• Completing their DePaul 

“business” & finances
• Academic planning & classes
• Staying healthy and safe
• What’s next

We’ll provide...
• Information Fair
• College presentations
• Sessions with campus 

departments & resources
• Student leader Q & A
• Parent Wrap Up
• Orientation staff
• Parent & Family Calendar
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Premiere Overview							2:00 – 2:05As I mentioned, there are a number of questions and concerns you likely have right now.... And they (ideally) fall into one or a few of these topics. (click & pause)We present this program to meet the largest needs – primarily first-time parents and family supporters, so there may be repetitive information for those of you with experience, however, there may be value in hearing what those topics look/sound like here at DePaul. From department names to how we approach our processes, there are differences between colleges & universities in how we function, so the next two days will give you a sense of not just WHAT we do, but HOW we do our work here at DePaul.(click) As you can see, we’ve worked to create a program that meets the needs and questions you may have, but we know these aren’t inclusive of EVERY question out there. As your student begins to understand what expectations they’ll have regarding their degree program and classes, you’ll be in presentations by each of your student’s colleges; there may be a list of to-dos in your brain a mile long, and our session tomorrow morning with DePaul Central to help you and your student ensure it all gets done! The schedule provides details about what each session entails, so you can also see when you might get those pressing questions answered.But if you aren’t sure if your question will get answered, or don’t see it on the schedule, I encourage you to utilize our staff over the next two days – while you have us! – to ask your questions, get those clarifications, and make sure you feel confident in your student being here!One of the ways we’re proactive in providing you with information is is through one of those communication pieces I mentioned – the Parent & Family Calendar! Look in your folder – you’ll see a calendar of the upcoming academic year, with important dates parents and family need to know or typically request. The back 4 pages, however, contains information about many departments around the university students may need/encounter during their time here. Not exhaustive, but a great starting point when you student is struggling.For our purposes, use this as your road map – when you hear an introduction, use your calendar to jot notes, write down names, or note questions you have for that area. The calendar is yours, so use it to make sure it is helpful!Now that we’ve provided an overview of what orientation will cover, let’s talk about the transition your family is embarking on – your student coming to college!Part of this “partnership” I described means sharing what we know, so you can better support your student through this exciting, but often challenging time of their life.This session will specifically focus on the first 2 topics –supporting your student as they learn about being a DePaul student and getting to know DePaul.So we’re going to share some of what we know about students in transition and the impact parents and families can have on that experience.



The College Transition
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The College Transition						2:05 – 2:15Time of Significant ChangeWe hear this idea of “significant change” with coming to college, but what does it really mean?Students are in a very specific stage of life, where they may experience several or all of these perspectives: need to add examples to demonstrate theseIdentity exploration – career/work possibilities, exposure to differing worldviewsInstability – unsettled in beliefs, finances, even schedules – classes change every quarter!Self-focus – few obligations to others... No children or dependents to care for, typically, or commitments to employers – of course they still have you Feeling of in-between – how many students would describe themselves as “adults”, how many would reject the label, and how many would say “yes and no”Possibilities and optimism – the future is an unknown, so they can still write their own story. There is hope and potential to be unlocked at this time in life.Think back to your own experiences as an 18 – 25 year old… whether or not you were in college, you may be able to relate to these feelings or experiences. You likely made both positive and not-so-great decisions during that time, but also learned a great deal about yourself in the process.At DePaul, we want students to experiences those moments of learning and growth, and those don’t come without challenge.We know those challenges can be tough to observe, so their changes impact you as well.  



The College Transition
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Family involvement is critical
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Family Involvement is CriticalHowever, your involvement with this life transition is absolutely essential to their success.The ways in which parents approach their involvement with their student during this time can have a significant impact on their ability to adjust to college, their health and wellness, and their self-confidence and ability to manage their responsibilities.Students who view their relationships with their parents as “positive” are more likely to have positive outcomes in regards to these areas.There is a balance, though – over-involvement can undermine those outcomes, if students feel like there isn’t trust in their abilities or decisions.This balance can also be struck BETWEEN you and the university – some supports we offer can enhance what you’re offering and vice-versa.This is why you see a sometimes overlapping program with your students – there is information you need to know, and other areas in which you’ll be better able to focus. We recognize the needs of both students and family members, and acknowledge how they’re different.This is also why you see us plan a formal event like Family Weekend (SLIDE) – we create an opportunity for parents and families to be involved and “check in”, without telling the students!We plan this weekend with some intentional outcomes:First, we know from research that students “find their place” or communities at college in the first 2 – 6 weeks. If those aren’t established by week 6, it is more likely that the student won’t stay and complete their degree.As family, we know that your influence can encourage students in ways we simply can’t after only a few weeks – so you can help them lay the foundation for those connections if they haven’t made them yet!Whether or not you are able to attend Family Weekend, the continued relationship you have with your student makes a difference! But that extends beyond these next few days, weeks, and months... 



The College Transition
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Your Changing Relationship/DynamicYour involvement will look different than it has before, which will take some time to adjust to – for you and your student.You may feel less included, or your student may rely more heavily on you to make decisions with (or for them).You may not have all the information about a situation, or you may only hear your student’s perspective.One of the specific changes you’ll feel pretty early is in regards to how the university shares information with parents and family members.FERPA – to describe it succinctly, this is a federal law. It requires us to treat students as owners of their personal information. This will feel different from what you’re accustomed to, which is why we share it here.This is a great opportunity to talk with your student about expectations around communication, and not just about how things are going, but in terms of “business” or “tasks” they need to address.The end goal, though, is to ensure your student is capable of engaging with DePaul and beyond, knowing they’re prepared to do so with confidence.We will empower them to make decisions that are good for them, and consider consequences with each possible outcome; sometimes in consultation with you, and sometimes not.But we will also provide them with caring advocates who can help coach them through those new experiences.So today and tomorrow, you’ll see one of those opportunities to build some confidence with their new role as a student at DePaul – students will attend their advising appointments with their advisors while you’ll be here with us in the Student Center – this is a time for them to develop a relationship with a new adult - their advisor - who can guide them through this academic experience for the next several years.
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